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This invention relates to leg or arm protectors 
and particularly the type which cover the knee 
or elbow joints. 
The normal protectors of this type, as applied 

for instance to miners’ leg guards, comprise a 
strip of material adapted to be strapped onto 
the leg and shaped to conform to the shape of 
the shin and knee, or alternatively with the por 
tion covering the knee extended to provide a 
protective covering for the lower portion of the 
thigh. In the former case the upper portion of 
the protector moves away from the correspond 
ing portion of the leg when the latter is bent, 
thus allowing for the ingress of stones or other 
material between the leg and the protector. In 
the latter case the protector causes discomfort 
and loss of freedom of movement due to the fact 
that it cannot conform to the surface of the 
leg in both the straight and bent positions. The 
action of the arm protectors is similar and has 
corresponding disadvantages. 
The object of this invention is to provide a limb 

protector which will completely cover the cor 
responding portions of the limb in all normal 
positions of the latter without causing loss of 
freedom of movement to the wearer. 
According to this invention the protector com 

prises a pair of guards adapted to be attached 
respectively to the upper and lower portions of 
the limb and connected by a resiliently exten 
sible member adapted to cover the portion of the 
limb between the pair of guards. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is, 

as applied to miners’ leg protectors, illustrated 
in the accompanying drawings in which 

Fig. I is a sectional side elevation of the pro 
tector in the normal unextended position, 

Figs. II and III are side elevations of the pro 
tector in different positions, and 

Fig. IV is a front elevation of the protector in 
the position shown. in Fig. I. 
As shown in the drawings, there is provided a 

shin guard I having an upper concave extension 
2 conforming to the shape of the knee cap. This 
latter portion is normally subjected to the great 
est amount of abrasion and wear and may ac 
cordingly be suitably thickened, and if desirable 
provided with a relatively soft inner lining so 
as to minimise any discomfort to the wearer. 
The concave extension or knee guard 2 is con 

nected by a resiliently extensible member 3 to 
an arcuately shaped sheet forming a guard 4 for 
the lower portion of the thigh. 
In the preferred form of the invention the 

resiliently extensible member 3 is in the form 
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2 
of an arcuately shaped sheet 5 corrugated trans 
Versely to the length of the leg protector 6 in 
the form of accordion pleats l or otherwise puck 
ered so that it may be extended or compressed 
by an accordion-like action. The depth of the 
pleats ‘l increases from the sides 8 of the pro 
tector 6 towards the front or centre 9 where the 
maximum extension occurs, and thus prevents 
unnecessary bunching of the extensible'sheet at 
the sides 8. The pleats 1 are preferably made 
so that they have a saw tooth shape in section. 
The extensible member 3 is preferably shaped 
so that it is in its unstressed position midway 
between the normal terminal positions of the 
thigh guard 4 relative to the knee guard 2. In 
this position, as shown in Fig. I and Fig. IV, the 
pleats l on the extensible member 3 are neither 
compressed nor extended and the peaks [0 and 
valleys I! of adjacent pleats l are spaced apart 
throughout the full length of the same. 
When the thigh guard 4 is moved to a position 

approximately at right angles to the shin guard 
I as shown in Fig. II, the pleats l are extended at 
the front 9 and compressed at the sides 8. This 
will be the normal position of the protector 6 
when the leg is bent at right angles. The pleats 
l at the sides 8 should be suflicient in number 
and/or depth and sufficiently spaced apart to 
ensure that they do not close to such an extent 
as to cause the sides of the member 3 to bulge in 
wardly or outwardly to any substantial extent in 
this position. 
When the thigh guard 4 is moved to a position 

where it is at a slight angle to the shin guard l, 
the pleats at the front 9 are compressed and ex 
tended at the sides 8 as shown in Fig. III. This 
will be the normal position of the protector 6 
when the leg to which it is attached is straight. 

It will be noted that the valleys l l of the pleats 
1 do not extend below the curve (indicated by 
dotted line l2) joining the adjacent ends of the 
guards I, 4. This is desirable to ensure that the 
pleats I do not pinch the limb when the former 
are compressed. The shin and thigh guards, I, 4, 
are provided with suitable straps i3 and clips or 
buckles M, to attach them to the leg. Alterna 
tively, due to the fact that member 3 as illus 
trated does not pull on the guards I, 4, to any 
large extent, the latter may be made resilient, 
and merely clipped or sprung into position 
around the leg. 
The protector 6 is preferably made of rubber, 

plastic or similar mouldable material and may 
be moulded in a single piece. Alternatively, the 
shin and knee guards i, 2, may be moulded in 
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one section and the extensible connecting mem 
ber 3 and thigh guard 4 in another section. In 
the latter case the extensible member 3 has a 
plain arcuate extension adapted to ?t over the 
knee guard 2 and be detachably secured thereto. 
This will allow for replacementoi the upper por 
tion of the protector 6 in case of wear. 
In use the extensible connecting member 3 will 

extend to take up any bending of the leg without 
causing any substantial loss of freedom of move‘ 
ment, while at the same time the forirpart ofrthe'r 
protector 6 is sealed in all positions thus pre 
venting the ingress of stonesorsotlier‘materi'al. 
Said connecting member 3‘ may be su??'ciently' 
extensible to allow for the movement‘ of'theaknee. 
guard 2 away from the leg when the latter is bent 
or alternatively its amount of ‘extension: may 
limited so that it will pull the‘,lineeiguard"2’v in 
towards the knee cap when the leg is bentbeyond 
a certain degree. The normal flexure of the rub 
ber forming the shin guard I will allow for this 
movement; but in this case it" is advisablev that 
the‘protector‘? be‘attached’to't'he limb by straps. 
The invention has been described as applied‘to 

miners!‘ leg protectors; but'it’ will be understood 
that it is also applicable to other forms of" leg 
protectors; for instance those used in sports such 
as cricket and hockey; It- may also be advan 
tageously applied to arm protectors and where 
necessary itv may‘ be duplicated and suitably 
shaped’ to enclosethe front'and rear of'the limb 
and" not merely the front part as‘ illustrated. 
What I claimas'new and desire to secure’ by 

Letters'Pat'ent is: 
I. A‘ liinb protector‘ comprising separate and 

arcuatel'y'shaped guards‘for the'upper'and lower 
parts‘ of‘a limb‘, an arcuately~ shaped resiliently 
extensible‘ member‘ connecting- said' guards to 
gether and‘transverse; corrugati'ons'formed‘ in said 
extensible‘ member having’ a‘ depth‘ increasing 
from the'sides“ of said‘ member to the centre 
thereof‘. 
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2. A limb protector as claimed in claim 1 in 

which the valleys of the corrugations in the ex 
tensible member do not project below the ad 
joining inner surfaces of the guards. 

3. A limb protector comprising Separate and 
arcuately shaped guards for theuppen and lower 
parts of a. limb, an arcuately shaped resiliently 
extensible member connecting said guards to 
gether and transverse accordion pleated corru 
gations having a saw tooth shape in section 
formed in: said extensible member, said corruga 
tions having a depth increasing from the side of 
said"; member" to the centre thereof and extend 
ed’orr compressed- by an accordion-like action. 

4"; A limb protector as claimed in claim 3 in 
which the extensible member is made of resilient 
mateni‘alrandishaped to be in the unstressed po 
sitionmid‘way between the normal terminal po 
sitions. of the upper limb guard relative to the 
lower limb guard. 

5. A limb protector comprising separate arcu 
ate- guards" for the upper‘v and lower parts of a 
limb and a-resi'lientlyrextensible member of arcu 
ate shape connecting said guards together; said 
upper. limb - guard; lower- limbv guard andv extensi 
ble~member mouldediin' one piece from'mouldable 
material andftransverse- corrugations‘ formed‘ in 
said’exten‘sible member‘havingadepth increasing 
from the sides" of ' said member‘ to‘ the- centre 
the-reo‘fi 
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